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h i g h l i g h t s

• Provide access control in fog computing secure against side-channel attacks.
• Develop a generic framework of leakage-resilient functional encryptions, a basic tool.
• Present many new fully secure leakage-resilient functional encryptions.
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a b s t r a c t

Fog Computing, a technology that takes advantage of both the paradigms of Cloud Computing and the
Internet of Things, has a great advantage in reducing the communication cost. Since its introduction, fog
computing has found a lot of applications, including, for instance, connected vehicles, wireless sensors,
smart cities and etc. One prominent problem in fog computing is how fine-grained access control can
be imposed. Functional encryption, a new cryptographic primitive, is known to support fine-grained
access control. However, when it comes to some new threats in the fog computing scenario, such
as side channel attacks, functional encryption cannot maintain its security. Therefore, we need new
cryptographic primitives that not only provide a way to securely share data with a fine-grained access
control but also are able to resist those new threats.

In this paper, we consider how to construct functional encryption schemes (FEs) adaptively secure
in continual memory leakage model (CML), which is one of the strongest models that allows continuous
leakage on both user and master secret keys. Besides providing privacy and fine-grained access control
in fog computing, our scheme can also guarantee security against side channel attacks. More concretely,
we propose a generic framework for constructing fully secure leakage-resilient FEs (LR-FEs) in the CML
model results from leakage-resilient pair encoding, which is an extension of pair encoding presented in
the recent work of Attrapadung. In this way, our framework simplifies the design and analysis of LR-FEs
into the design and analysis of predicate encodings. Moreover, we discover new adaptively secure LR-
FEs, including FE for regular languages, attribute-based encryption (ABE) for large universe and ABE with
short ciphertext. Above all, leakage-resilient adaptively secure functional encryption schemes can equip
fog computing with higher security and fine-grained access control.
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1. Introduction

A variety of new information technologies are gradually mak-
ing our lives more convenient. For instance, thanks to the intro-
duction of the new computing model, namely, cloud computing
[1–8], which delivers common computational tasks like storing,
managing and processing data from remote servers, people can
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Fig. 1. The concept of fog computing.

outsource complex computational tasks to the cloud and thus com-
plete these tasks with higher efficiency but at a lower cost.

Another new technology that changes our daily lives is the
Internet of Things [9,10], which connects physical objects and
enables these objects to collect and exchange data. This new
technology can broaden the scope of computation to everything.
What if we combine these two new techniques? Fog Computing is
just the combination which can take advantage of both the cloud
computing and the Internet of Things.

The concept of fog computing was first introduced by Bonomi
in [11,12], which extends the cloud computing paradigm to the
edge of the network. In particular, users in the fog computing
model will outsource computation tasks to servers that are
geographically close to them. The fog computing model has
the characteristics of location awareness, geo-distribution, low
latency, mobility support etc. [12]. The abstract concept of fog
computing is shown in Fig. 1.

Based on the advantages mentioned above, many applications
have been discussed in the paradigm of fog computing. Examples
include connected vehicle [11,12], wireless sensors and actuators
Networks [12], smart grid [13,14,12], smart cities [12], and health
fog [15–17].

Similar to that in the area of cloud computing and Internet
of Things, security [18–26] and forensics [27–41] are primary
concerns in fog computing [42]. In the following, we illustrate
security issues with health fog [15], one of the prominent
applications of fog computing. Health Fog aims at promoting and
assisting users with a healthy lifestyle via fog, an intermediary
layer between cloud and end users. Compared with the original
cloud-based healthcare service, Health Fog enjoys the benefits
of fog computing, for instance, edge location, low latency,
geographical distribution and etc. as mentioned in [43]. In such
a system, the personal health information, such as heart rate,
pulse, body temperature, BMI index, weight and so on, is gathered
by sensors at first. Then fog devices upload data to cloud from
user’s side as per individual needs or operate real-time analytic.
Precisely, those large computation tasks are transferred to remote
cloud, while the fog device can also directly conduct some small
computation task, such as real-time reply via extracting data.
Usually, the fog device is some electronic device with processing
ability, such as smart gateway in [43]. For example, if the smart
gateway finds the heart rate of user ‘‘BOb’’ is abnormal via
extracting information from his health data, it makes immediate
warning to him. Consider the case where the data has to be shared
or transmitted to different entities. For instance, in order to analyze
whether her heart rate is normal, data owner ‘‘Alice’’ chooses to

share her physical data to those users with attribute ‘‘institution =
hospital


role = doctor


gender = female’’.

Next, we analyze the security requirements in the above
system. To ensure the privacy of user’s health data, encryption
should be done before data is outsourced to the cloud. Moreover,
it is obvious that the access control of the health data of per
user should also be assured. Then in order to support fine-grained
access control and maintain the data privacy simultaneously, the
natural choice is to employ a cryptographic primitive known
as ‘‘functional encryption’’. Here we briefly recall the syntax
of functional encryptions and discuss how it can be used to
achieve access control. In functional encryption, the secret user
key and ciphertext are both associated with a set of attributes,
and the decryption operation succeeds if and only if the key
attribute matches the ciphertext attribute. Furthermore, in a
Health Fog, the Department of Health of a city could act as
the authority center for the functional encryption scheme. More
precisely, once a user with concrete attribute joins in this system,
Department of Health generates a corresponding key for this user.
The encryption of health data of each user is done by fog device
via functional encryption. This idea can be seen as a natural
extension of the similar case in cloud computing [44–47], where
functional encryption is deployed to impose access control to data.
However, the two environments, in terms of potential threats,
are different and thus applying the same technique directly could
lead to potential vulnerabilities. Specifically, fog node is in close
proximity to the users and is thus very often operated in a public
environment, the attackermay launch some physical attacks (a.k.a.
side channel attacks) against fog devices. For instance, attacker
may gain additional information based on the power consumption
and running time of devices in the smart gateway. Therefore,
the traditional functional encryption may not provide sufficient
security guarantee in the fog computing environment.

In a nutshell, functional encryption is a natural candidate
cryptographic technique in providing access control in the fog
computing environment. However, its traditional definition may
not be secure enough against threats that could arise in the fog
computing environment.

1.1. Related work

Leakage-resilient cryptography. Traditionally, security of a cryp-
tographic scheme relies on the secrecy of its secret states. In prac-
tice, however, state information could be revealed from measure-
ments of the physical attributes of the device on which the cryp-
tographic system is deployed. Attacks based on this extra infor-
mation, such as timing attacks [48], power attacks [49], cold-boot
attacks [50], etc., are grouped under the umbrella term of side-
channel attacks.

Leakage-resilient cryptography was developed to address side-
channel attacks. To model the additional capability in side-
channel attacks, an attacker is allowed to submit an efficiently
computable leakage function f to obtain the output of f on
the current secret states of the cryptographic system. Many
leakage models, differ in the restrictions imposed on f , have
been proposed. Among them, the continual memory leakage
(CML) model [51,52] is believed to best describe those real world
attacks. In this model, the entire lifetime of a scheme is divided
into periods. At the end of each period, the secret state of the
scheme is updated. The amount of leakage information in each
time period is bounded, but the total amount of leakage during
the lifetime of the scheme is unbounded. Since then, many
cryptographic primitives have beendesigned in thismodel, include
signatures [53], public-key encryption [54,55], identity-based
encryption (IBE) [56,57], attribute-based encryption (ABE) [57],
multiparty computation [58], etc.
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